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1.1 WORLD LEAGUE
Another one is over, 46th 1.1 World League season. It was marked by some memorable performances. It's
not a secret that for a while, majority of 1.1 World League teams are from China. For the last 20 seasons
number of Chinese teams increases, Lithuanian teams numbers - decreases. Last season had a new records
- 20 teams from China played in 1.1 World league (most clubs from China in league's history) and only 5
teams from Lithuania (lowest number in league's history). It's dominant numbers for Chinese community.
To these countries, also in the league played two clubs from Argentina, one from Norway, France, Italy,
Latvia, USA. So how did they all do?

In regular season, no one could match in subgroup C played wudiwen club from China. This club had
most wins and the only loss came against Jinan University (83-74) which ranked 3rd in C subgroup.
There own subgroups won CP Company and Slamgot's Team with 12 wins respectively. An interesting
situation was in subgroup D, where 3 teams had 9 wins but all of them made to Top16. Also the battle for
the 1st was seen in subgroup A, where AC Tauragė and Bergen's Soldater had same amount of victories
- 10. Head-to-head match up went AC Tauragė way so this club took 1st place in subgroup A. In this
subgroup, rest of the teams were from China and ranked below Lithuanian's and Norway's clubs. Similar
situation was in subgroup B, where TKNŽ club from Lithuania had same wins as Nrivana but the headto-head match up was on Chinese club's side so this cost Lithuanian club a place in Top16. Two clubs did
not manage to win a single game in regular season stage - NW Shockwave (USA) and CaiBi No1 (China).

In Last16, NW Shockwave tried to turn things
around to save a spot in the 1.1 WL and won 7
games. Even though it wasn't enough to avoid
survival-playoff bracket, but it gave USA club a
home court advantage in this stage. It was the
only non-Chinese club in this playoff bracket. As
later we saw, club from USA managed to save a
spot in 1.1 WL.
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In Top16, wudiwen was playing
such basketball that hardly anyone could stop
him, the only club that manage to win against
wudiwen was same club as in regular season
- Jinan University (76-70), which managed
to stay 4th and secure ticket to the playoffs.
All three clubs in Top16 subgroup A
managed to qualify to playoffs leaving 4
Chinese clubs from it. In the battle for the 1st
position in the subgroup, CP Company and
CrazyToys each manage to win
11 games but the head-to-head
went CP Company way.
Going to Quarter-finals
stage, only wudiwen was able to
win clean series 2-0 as other
brackets needed decisive game 3
but all teams with home-court
advantage, manage to win game
3 and advance. Semi-Finals did
not give any surprises as Top16
subgroup winners advanced to
the Finals. CP Company 3-2
won against club from France
Slamgot's Team while wudiwen
had
identical
series
with
CrazyToys, 3-2.

Looking at the Finals, we see new faces. In the battle for the bronze, we saw a match-up of clubs that
played for 1.1 WL medals for the first time in their history. For Slamgot‘s Team was the first French team
that manage to go so far. Even not having a home-court advantage in this series, Slamgot's Team manage
to steal one on the road and win the bronze in 1-3 series.
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In the Finals, we could see a battle that we saw past 3 seasons - for the 4th time wudiwen faced
CP Company. The 4th time in a row, club from China had home-court advantage. Sadly, CP Company
lost 3rd time in four finals this match-up met. All series went the distance 3-2 as last year CP Company
was able to win on the road to become a champion. Mentioning impressive performances, it was 5th time
in a row when wudiwen plays in the Finals. This broke record of going into finals 4 times in-a-row set by
Angry Birds, Gaudytojai, JustBBZ and CP Company. As we can understand, this season CP Company
is very close to tie with wudiwen with 5 finals appearances in a row. Will we see CP Company matching
the record? Maybe wudiwen pushes record even further? We can only wait and watch how current 1.1
World League season goes. From achievement standpoint, it's not all. CP Company bypassed legendary
Gaudytojai by number of
appearances in the finals.
Last finals were 11th for
CP Company in 1.1 WL
as Gaudytojai 'only' went
to the finals 10 times. Also
guys, guess who's back in
action - Virtuozai.

China won gold, Lithuania silver and France took bronze medals. The revised medal table for 1.1
World League looks like this: China
caught up with Italy in gold medals, as
France winning bronze bypassed USA
as their clubs played for bronze twice
but never won.

ELITE
Season ended so revised ELITE table is
shared with everyone. Let's start from the top. As we can see, wudiwen took top spot while breaking a
record - getting 158 points. Previous record was 157 points set by legendary Angry Birds club, while
JustBBZ and Bergen's Soldater managed only repeat the previous record. Now we have a new recordholder which can even break his own record if he wins another final. CP Company felt to 2nd position but
the gap from 2nd to 3rd is a huge difference so club from Lithuania can stay for a while at such position.
The difference between 3rd and 9th standings is only 11 points, so one worse season might cost few drops
through the ranks. The biggest jump, by 8th positions, was made by Slamgot's Team from France.
(TKNŽ overtook 17 teams but majority of them had 0 points.)
Talking about new clubs, they are not very new to 1.1 World League. All six (marked bluish color) clubs
played in strongest world league. Looking at number of teams from countries, not much changed. 6 clubs
from China left the league but 5 clubs from China and 1 from Lithuania won there tickets to be in strongest
league this season..
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2.1 WORLD LEAGUE

In regular season Chinese reigned in all groups. An instense fight for enterning Top 16 took place
at group D. There, four different countries teams had thr same amount of wins, but two of them had to be
disappointed with this result, because eight wins do not guaranteed trip to next stage. Victoria Coronal
from group C also got disappointed, because seven wins was not enough and because of worse mutual
games result lost to the Overlord from China.

In Top 16 exactly the same happened to the NEMA
PROBLEMA from Italy, in group A three teams with six
wins don't make the playoffs.

Nothing interesting happened in the
playoffs. Everywhere winner was
team with home court advantage.
First three places was taken by
Chinese players.
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2.2 WORLD LEAGUE

This league is unusuall, because there are more Lithuania teams, than Chinese teams. And you
feel that in the results. In regular season unstoppable was BC NAUJAS team with no loses. Unlike 1.1 and
2.1 leagues, there wasn't any teams with less than 2 victories. In group A LT-SNUOPINIAI, because of
better mutual games result passed Greece team and advanced to TOP 16..
In TOP 16 again unstoppable was BC NAUJAS
team. And again had zero loses. In both groups intense fight
took place, because of trip to playoffs. In group A better was
LOLIKAI against Multi Trieste from Italy, in group B
Basketball Emperor Chamberlain from China, sadly, but
passed lithuanian Idėja X. In playoffs China had more teams,
than Lithuania, but that was only two countries to make
playoffs.

In playoffs, the same how it was
in 2.1 word league, we had no surprises. All
teams with home court advantage won their
series. League was won by only non-Chinese
semi-finalist, lithuanian, BC NAUJAS, which
is back in the strongest word league after a
season break.
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U16 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
At the beginning of last season, the U16 championship overblew. Even before the championship,
there was a fierce fight for Lithuanian national team coach post. With all possible arguments, girl (???)
GAB1ja (Gabija). (All discussion here http://www.bballzone.net/en/Press-read-9349987.htm
and some more here http://www.bballzone.net/lt/Press-read-9350045.htm is what worth to read) was
trying to sit on the chair of national team’s manager. Unfortunately, most of her arguments were not strong
enough and the elections were won by Borjomi (Basketballers).
There were no big surprises in the championship. Maybe only Italy, which had the 3rd rank, led
by a user vialis (Dredai), ranked 7th, which was these team’s worst performance throughout history, while
Czech Republic with 20th rank won 14th place and became championship’s surprise. National team was
led by a local specialist - Jardabudy (Slavia Třebíč). Championship hosts Hungary finished in 19th place,
but with a 24th rating, nothing better could be expected. Argentina loss against Latvian peers 62-67 could
be distinguished as well. Under the strength team’s are aside each other, so we can’t tell that such Latvia’s
victory is a sensation. However, Latvians, who were led by local specialist Aikeris (BK Saldie), made
some kind of a surprise.

In the small final
participated
France
and
Latvia. French, under the
leadership
of
Turkish
specialist Poseidon (SeaBoys)
did not have much trouble 6147.
In the final usual
participants China and
Lithuania met. This final
ended without an intrigue 9779. China was the team
which triumphed with coach
cagezheng (Jinan University).
Lithuanians were left second.
China in the U16 category
already won 7th gold medal.
Lithuania has only two
awards of such hallmark.

Germany and Thailand made from the lower division to the top which should not be surprising because
these were the first two in terms of strength. Furthermore, Germany was championship’s host. But the
third and fourth place were taken by just 12th and 13th in terms of strength ranked Colombia and
Denmark. The latter became championship’s surprise. What is interesting is that Columbia did not have a
manager, and the third in strength Switzerland, headed by irish - ocbc6 (OCBC), finished only in 16th
place.
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U21 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP REVIEW
This championship is a bit more interesting event than U16. Elections did not provoke big
discussions, although GAB1JA wrote a couple of dirty posts.

Anyway, the championship started without surprises.
However, a sensation took place at Top12 stage, there
Argentina’s kids KO'd Chinese 74-70 and took first place
in the group. This meant that the two strongest teams
(Lithuania and China) will meet in the semi-final, so
other teams had a chance to enter the final. Unfortunately,
Argentina did not succeed. They went down to USA peers
in the semi-final 70-75. While in second semi-final, with
just one point difference, 85-86, Chinese, led by feishe (jinzhijia), celebrated victory against Lithuania.
L.Maknys made 11 three’s and scored as much as 41 points in this match. Unfortunately, it wasn’t enough.

Lithuanian national team with ColeR as a manager had to lop into the small final. It had to graft
with the Argentinian squad but bronze, however, was earned - 72-66.
In the final match China won 79-68 against USA basketball players led by TheCoach (NW
Shockwave) and won 6th Gold Medal. For Lithuania, this was the worst performance throughout the U21
championship history. Argentina, with local specialist Ruben Magnano (Tiger Boys) gave a surprise by
defeating China in the Top12 stage but was left without a medal.
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INTERVIEW WITH MANAGER OF LITHUANIA U21 TEAM
After U21 Championship U21 Lithuanian national team’s manager ColeR (BC
Marijampolė Kraitenė) himself agreed to share his thoughts.

–Hello, how do you rate the result? Some screamed that it was a fiasco because the
result is the worst in this game‘s history. And what do you think? – an unsophisticated journalist goes
straight to the point.
-Hi. The result is bad. The game wasn‘t bad, but the final result, regardless any rating, is bad. China's
loss against Argentina has shaken the whole plan, but it was decided not to choose rivals, not to lose any
match in a group and meet with Chinese in a semifinal. Duel with Chinese itself was quite good. We closed
all their centers, who were dominating the entire championship, they didn‘t catch our guards, we managed
to do a trick with Maknys by putting him in the PG position. Three and a half quarters we controlled the
game and had a positive result, but then the backup center got 5th foul, my mistake in tactics showed up (I
set DNP for fourth center). For this reason, Maknys and Klaidietis had to play in this position for 3-4
minutes. This is my complete mistake and I can only apologize for that. One shot could have changed
everything and everyone who shouted FIASCO would have shouted BRAVO. Unfortunately, it is what it is,
and I can‘t deny that the result is worst in history. However, I can be happy that with such big difference
between Lithuania‘s and China‘s U21 talents, we played a very respectable match. That is briefly about it.

-Were you very surprised by Argentina's victory against China and then a loss
against USA in semifinals?
-Argentina surprised me but disappointed at the same time. In the whole
championship, match against China was the only good they had, the result was
really astonishing. But after that most important matches have shown that
Argentina is not yet mature for resonant victories after all. Losing semifinals
against USA and us for 3rd place just proves that. Nevertheless, USA win against
Argentina made bigger impression to me than Argentina‘s win against Chinese in
the group stage.

-You announced a scout competition before the championship and promised you would reward users
who will scout out a player who complies with certain conditions. Was there at least one winner?
Was there someone close to it? You probably were following the newly withdrawn scouted players
section.
Did you notice any increase in Lithuanian players?
-The announced competition did not bring any results. Lithuanians did not bring up any 20y+ player
whose potential would be 10, which would guarantee the required RT and bonus. Chinese during same
period scouted out, if I’m not mistaken, 4-5 such players. Due to the difference in the amount of talent, we
can assume that Chinese will continue to dominate in all national teams’ championships while Lithuanian
users invest in scouting so passive.Thanks!
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BBALLZONE BASKETBALL FEDERATION OF LITHUANIA
Not long time ago new feature was introduced to the game – national federations (list of
federations). With the help of volunteers federations took over some responsibilities from administration.
Such as:
*Approval of new managers (checking compliance to the rules of team names, logos,
nicknames of users)
*Checking players names and surnames
*Checking of players nicknames
*Moderation of press conference
You can check activity of volunteers at any time, just visit federation site
http://www.bballzone.net/lt/Federation-volunteers-17.htm and click of volunteer’s nickname you are
interested to. You will find his activity on a topic you are interested. Also federation offers possibility to
find a teacher, which is more experienced user for everyone new or less experienced manager. Teachers
are there for newbie to help with everything – we all know that start of the game can be difficult and
mistakes could be crucial.
Federation has his president, which is elected every two seasons. It is already third president of
Lithuania federation. At this moment we will not discuss the first two presidents but we sat for a talk with
current president of Lithuania federation. Meet him - benislovas (Monkey). His club does not play in top
WL, but old players should remember his first club Meskenai, which was
in the game from almost the beginning. While the new club is not very
known yet, but he already gained trust of other users and in quite fierce
battle against ronas (Los Pepes) won the election of Lithuania federation
president by 89-64 (all votes). So far it was the most intense election for
the president in a short history of elections.
-Hello, why you decided to run as a candidate for president post?
-Hello, I have decided to apply for it because of inactivity of previous president arnul. I liked the first
president superdzonis and his actions. It was a pitty that he did not handle all the criticim and decided to
retire. So I wanted to continue what he have started, bring more constructiveness and make all lithuanian
community more active.
-Were you suprised winning elections?
-I was suprised a little. My main rival ronas is more expierenced and longer in the game than me. So
naturaly is more known. Despite the fact that I was one of the first teams in the game, even when World
Leagues did not exist at all, but returned to the game after very long brake. So I did not think that I have
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earned trust and respect of other managers. Anyway, I am glad to be elected and try to justify that trust
with my actions.
-You started new things immediately – contests, guides, prizes. Was it the plan? Maybe it was just a
honour to take president post?
-I am pretty sure that even more things could be done. We just need to activate community. Then we will be
able to create more contests, find more help for newcomers to the game, spread the good news about this
game and attract more new users. I have no intentions of just sitting in the throne and if I will see that I
can not contribute enough time or there is somebody who can do more, I will be more than glad to step
aside.
-Last season contest for new Lithuania federation logo was held. How did it go? Where you satisfied
with a number of participants and the winner? We heard that there were some unsatisfied users
with all the process and authenticity of logos participating?
-I think that we reached the main goal – federation has new, really good logo. I was expecting more
activity myself, but despite slow start we had what to choose from in the end. I do not
consider that dissatisfaction as very serious as the rules were simple and clear.
Just for notice, contest was won by godsent (Twenty Three) and his logo,
overtaking competitors by quite big margin. You can find voting here
http://www.bballzone.net/forum/balsavimas-del-federacijos-logotipo-t13535.html .
-How did you come to idea to create list of “Most common mistakes done by new managers”? You
can find it here- http://www.bballzone.net/forum/dazniausios-naujoku-klaidos-t13538.html (unfortunately
in Lithuanian so far)
-Idea came from seeing the same mistakes done time from time and then abandoning their teams due to
them. If the guide helps users to continue playing instead of giving up, it means that the main goal is
reached. On the other hand, I think that it still could be improved making newbies life more easier in the
beginning.
You will find information about importance of your named player, roster of your team, what you
can expect from sponsors and also info about trainings which was gathered by former president
superdžonis (he has renamed his team from Crazy Toys to Cereal Killers).
-There was a rumour abou scouting contest. Has it started already?
-Contest starts in the 1st week of the seaon and will last during all the season. I hope that scouting of
Lithuanian players will be more intense as now we can only be jealous about China’s 10 potential players.
Contest has already started and you can find info here:
1-2 World League clubs- http://www.bballzone.net/forum/skautu-konkursas-64-sezonui-1-2-lygu-klubamst13568.html
3-7 World League clubs- http://www.bballzone.net/forum/skautu-konkursas-64-sezonui-3-7-lygu-klubamst13567.html
We could also remind you that similar contests were held by USA and Turkish federations and
U21 manager Coler. It does not look like that any of it was succesful so far.
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-During your presidency we saw sweepstakes of basketball events started. Was it held by federation
or was it initiative of Vegeta97 (Razaiteliu rasai)?
Contest is near the end, you can find resuslt here- http://www.bballzone.net/forum/totalizator-leader-boardt13498.html
-It was initiative of Vegeta97. Very nice initiative which attracted a lot of managers of the game. It a very
good example how users contribute their ideas to the game. Federation encourages such initiatives and
will do that in the future. And a huge thanks to Vegeta97 for such contest and all the work he had to
manage with it.

-You have created a channel in Discord. How you came up with this idea and do you see it working?
( Link to Discord channel - https://discord.gg/N7uKvfP)
-I use discord for communicating with other people in different areas. Channels in which I am
participating are quite active, so I expected the same with Bballzone channel as instant messaging in the
game is not very attractive (especially between few users), but so far the channel is not very active and it
seems that it will not be in the nearest future also.

-What are your plans for future?
-The main goal for next season is dealing with national teams. As a president my goal is to attract best
users for national teams, create a system where best managers helps less experienced managers, consults
regarding national team coaches, progress of young players and etc. I think that without team efforts we
will not be able to compete with China national teams.

-Maybe you have plans or ideas for cooperating with other national federations?
-I do not have such plans at the moment. The main goal is to make Lithuanian community as active as
possible. If we will manage to do that, then we will about projects with other federations. I have few ideas
on it, but is too early for them for sure.

And this was the last word of the president:
-Congratulations on new season! I wish everyone reaching their goals in nearest season – for ones it will
be higher league, for ones to stay in current league and avoid relegation, for others it will be stabilise their
financial situation or progress of young prospects. Just remember that it is only the game, and games is
created to entertain our lifes. So let’s make it entertaining for everybody – respect each other in press
conference, be kind and helpflul to each other. In that case the game will bring even more joy to
everybody. Have a good one!
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BBALLZONE BASKETBALL FEDERATION OF USA
We will continue with federations in this newspaper. We have a chat with a
president of USA federation - TheCoach (NW Shockwave). He is an experienced
manager, the most experienced and active in USA and plays in 1 WL for a period of
time. Last season USA federation was nominated as the most active and was rewarded with a free analysis
for players or coaches for a whole month. Federation was challenged to reach 50 active users per day and
100 active users per week. For that they could get free game analysis for whole season. Federation consists
of USA, Canada and Zimbabwe. We sat down for an interview with TheCoach on his 2nd cadency:
-You are heading the USA federation for the second cadence. Why? Do you like to be in power? Are
there other reasons?- kreiva Google vertėjo anglų kalba paklausiau aš.
-I don't consider myself as the head of the Federation, if anything I would like to think of myself on the
bottom pushing others up. It isn't about power, it is about being in the best position possible to assist other
users becoming successful.
-What Zimbabwe doing in the U.S. federation?
-Zimbabwe is in our Federation because the one team there speaks English and I developed a personal
relationship with the manager answering questions in attempts to help him succeed. I have helped many
managers in many different countries but this manager did not have anyone else that could help so I
invited him to join our federation so that he would possibly have better access to help in the future instead
of being on an island by himself.
-Last season you got the challenge from game managers. How do you succeed? Did you win?
-It was looking promising at one point, but we failed. We didn't really come close. We lost some managers
when the trades got cut off but we have picked up more since and what looks like as the most promising
group of USA/Canada/Zimbabwe Federation managers ever.
-You are very active in the forum. You are writing a lot about everything, helping inexperienced
players, how do you not tired of?
-To be honest, with the new great USA managers that have come in lately, I am busier than ever before. It
is great to see the amount of our managers grow and their depth of knowledge. We have become a great
tight group that interacts often. To finally after all these seasons trying to build the USA group (came close
once before) the fact that the group I am with now are such good managers motivates me even more. In
time, I hope that it will encourage others to be teachers of the game to grow our base even more.
-I've seen, you are organizing some contest of Scout. What is the contest? And does he benefit?
-There was a gap in time where the USA managers, including myself, neglected to utilize the scouts to the
fullest. Because of that the number of quality players dwindled, we have been in rebuild mode for a while
so I came up with the idea of a scout contest to motivate other managers to invest in scouts to create more
USA players. It worded some, and with tweeks in a couple seasons I can see it working better. The
Canadians did great in this contest by the way.
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LENDING OF PLAYERS
The possibility of lending players is what makes this game so unique, as does trading players, but
the latter is very limited at this stage of the game, so wanting to know more about players lending I
surveyed Lithuanian community users (6 from 1.1 WL, 4 from 2 WL and 3 WL as well as 8 from 4WL).
Sadly, not all of them were so kind to answer all of my questions. So I’ve gathered total of 12 teams
opinions on this matter.
So the first question was – Do you use lending system? Why do you use it? Do you find this
feature of the game useful?
Pretty much all of surveyed answered, that lending is useful and have lend their players to other
teams, The reasons are various:
*faster impreovement than in youth team
*there are no available spots in the main or youth team
*possibility of gaining an improvement jump
Comprehensive response by the user Borjomi (Basketballers 2.1 WL) :
„I lend my players quite often. I use scouting and currently own many talented players, so I have
my own system of growing them. I try to prioritise my youth team because I have good coaches and I use
my tactics so that the most perspective players would improve as much as they can by winning against
higher RT teams. But if my youth team is already full, or there is a huge age/RT difference between my
team and my prospects, I lend my higher RT players to other teams. Thats why I think that this is an
important feature for a team that is trying to grow their younger talents. I think that this is really beneficial
to the teams that are trying to borrow player from other teams, because uou can fill your teams flaws with
cheap/well trained players. Of course, if they do so responsibly and thoughtfully. I also think that new
users can learn from this, by seeing how their borrowed players with good skills outperfom other players
that are 50+ RT stronger.
The next question was – How many players do you lend every season?
There were many different answers to this question. Some lend 1-4 players, others try to reach the
maximum – 5, so on and so forth, but that mostly depends of how many prospects does the team have.
Logically thinking, the more young players a team has, the less minutes they will get, so they must lend
them, to get the mos out of it. Some of the surveyed managers said that they miss activity from the users
who are looking to borrow the players:
“Lately I have been lending only those players, who will never play for the main team, the reason
is, that the game does not satisfy me any longer, I am not puting any efforts in finding the right team
anymore, but those who want to borrow my player, message me “Would you lend?” I want to know the
role of my player right away, tehere are 20 other people writing the same thing. Should I aske each of
them personally about the role the the player is going to get on their team? Absolutely not.” Egis01 (AC
“Tauragė“ 1.1 WL).
Would you lend more than 5 players?
Some of the clubs would like to see such possibility, others said that the current limit of 5 players
is enough, but the last group noticed the possible risks:
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Mirza (MeetSharers 1.1 WL): „This is really a tough question. If the maximum number of lend players
would be increased, then the prices of those young players in the market would go up aswell (because 1WL
clubs could just buy them and lend them saving 70% of the salary, what youth teams do not offer in the 1st
season) and so lower league clubs will whine again because they can’t buy anything“
Superdzonis (Cereal Killers 1.1 Tarptautinė lyga): „If the YT system and lending age limit is not going to
change, then I think, that the current 2 borrowed players – 5lent players restrictions are optimal. I would
not mind raising the limit of lent players, but that would only stack even more talents in the 1WL. 2
borrowed players limit should also stay put, otherwise the structure of teams would depend too much on
courtesy of higher tier clubs".“
What are the main parameters upon deciding which team is going to get the player? Many
parameters were mentioned. Often clubs agree upon multiseasonal lending. We can break down all the
mentioned.
* number of minutes player will get

* manager reputation

* how good is the coach

* number of friendly games

* strength of the league

* the chances of winning

* team goals

* clubs finanscial situation

* borrowing history

* team roster

* competition in the same position

* previous seasons achievements

* winning percentage last season

* communication skills

* manager initiative to get the player
Mirzos (MeetSharers 1.1 WL) replied like this: „Manager’s credibility (this is more about
personal experience. I always keep my eye on the lower league clubs discussions and I memorize those
with unreal expectations. Reviews of previously borrowed players, offered conditions (minutes, coach, the
number of players in the same position, etc.). Manager’s initiative to get the player is also a key “
We had a question for 3-4 WL league clubs also- Do you borrow players from the higher
leagues?
Scorpion (Ne bobų reikalas 3.4 WL): „I would like to, but I have been unlucky in it – higher
league clubs are always waiting for something. Like, you write the longest letter with concrete plans and
hopes about the player and most of the time it gets no response. The most arrogant manager from my point
of view was Egis01 from BC Taurage. He was very rude to me and a couple of other managers (even
though I have noticed that he announces that he is lending a player but still the player ends up nowhere).
CP Company players would be good, but he is always trying to put his players in a situation where his
players RT is lower than WL average (for example, a player with 250RT would never go below 2nd WL, a
player with 200RT would never play below 3rd WL, so on and forth). From other managers reviews, I
would say that the most demanding is Mirza, that is why I am not even trying to get players from him.
Chinese people are not very responsive, only 1 of 10 have answered my message, maybe they are behind
some kind of wall of silence, or just do not speak English“
Zevango (BC Afroditas 3.2 WL): „I have sent borrowing requests from time to time, I also use
press conference to announce that I am looking to borrow players, but I had no luck with that so far.“
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One more topic we discussed with 3-4WL clubs was about the criterias on which they are
looking players for their clubs. The main answers were that two most important things are to strengthen
the team and make some savings. Also it is very important that player was strong enough not only in
regular season but also in TOP16 with tougher competition. So skills and previous statistics also plays a
big role.
The last question was - Who is more demanding – the borrowing or the lending club and do
you always find the agreement?
There is no one answer to all of that. On one side 1WL clubs think that there are some unrealistic
demands from lower league managers – like to get a player with very high RT which is capable to play in
higher leagues. On the other hands lower league club managers says that the demands are too high, but it
looks like clubs find some kind of compromise. Here are few final thoughts:
Superdzonis (Cereal Killers 1.1 Tarptautinė lyga): „Clubs that borrow players are looking for leaders,
while 1WL clubs often have roleplayers, that is the main misunderstandings between the clubs. Lower
league club managers still lack understanding of importance of skills not RT. They want to win, while
lending club wants max. playing time and improvement. That is the main issues to find mutual agreement“
Mirza (MeetSharers 1.1 Tarptautinė lyga): „In any case, everyone is looking to benefit themselves. And
everyone has his own understanding for it (there was a case where club from 3WL was looking for player
with at least 270RT). In my opinion lending club is in driving seat and borrowing club should adjust. In my
opininion lower league clubs should seek for longterm deals – to borrow the player wich will not play the
main part in the first season but will be a leader in season 2 or 3. Of course this does not fit for clubs
which are seeking for promotion.
Dragiux (BC Naujas 1.1 Tarptautinė lyga): „Kind of difficult topic with no certain answer. Both sides are
looking for their own benefits and it could be explained if lending club did not lend a player, it means that
expectations were to high. The same goes to borrowing club – if he is not able to find a player it means
that his expectations are far from reality also.“
Borjomi (Basketballers 1.1 Tarptautinė lyga): “Of course, we can find unrealistic demands from both
sides. Every season you will get requests from lower league clubs asking to lend a player despite that last
season he was averaging 20+ eff in higher league and added 20+ RT from the last season. And very often
they even do have coaches with very bad training skills. The main argument for such team is that the
player will have leader role and will get a lot of minutes. But there is a misunderstanding what are the
main reasons for player to improve. Often you will find clubs with one way view – like the club which was
looking to borrow 270VK C in 3WL. But there are hardly explainable demands from lending clubs also. I
see examples when lending club is looking for a team in a league which is too high for player all the time.
Where he plays with negative eff. and is a harm for a team. Will always remember the case when ronas
was trying to lend his player to 3WL while he was only 190VK and with 30k salary. So often there is a risk
of lending a player – teams offers 25 minutes a game for a weaker player, but player does not bring
expected value and team is loosing one game after another and player does not get experience points.
Zevango (BC Afroditas 3.2 Tarptautinė lyga): „I think that lending club demands should end when he
decides which league is the lowest. The main things like minutes and role in the team is like axiom.
Borrowing club can see what he is trying to borrow, so if the players does not fit, he should just look for
another one and do not come to lending team with some kind of demands. Lending club should not interupt
tactics of borrowing club, despite the cases where borrowed player underperforms heavily. There is also a
topic how borrowed player should be trained, but I do not have clear opinion on that, so will not comment
on it.“
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Scorpion (Ne bobų reikalas 3.4 Tarptautinė lyga): „Of the course the best way is to grow own players, but
it is not possible all the time, that is way lending system is necessary for the game. I would just like to have
more flexibility (like borrowing for 2 seasons). I often try to negotiate with lower league clubs for trading
player and lending him to the same team, but I had no luck so far.“
Coming to conclusion we could say that lending system is very important part of Bballzone.
Despite the fact that it difficult to find an agreement between parties, it keeps community active and
communicating in the beginning of the season like the trade does.

IMPROVEMENT JUMP
Here you will find few notes about improvement jump as it is also related to lending players. One
of the main reasons to lend a player is a possibility to get improvement jump and be fit for the main team. I
am sure that experienced players will know these facts, but maybe it will be useful for less experienced
players or those whose players gets improvement jumps rarely. I will not discuss to do or not to do
improvement jump, just few notes to remember if you have deciced to do it:
*if you have your player analysis, then you will know inner potentials of it. So 100 points on the
skill with +10% potential will bring you 110 training points (otherwise with negative potential)
*after improvement jump player’s potential decreases, but you can see original potential in
training reports. We have this bug so far, so you can use it.
You have two days for improvement jump – last day of the season (63rd) and first (1st) of the new
season. How to decide which to choose?
*In the morning of 63rd day you will know which player will get improvement jump. To get the
most benefit of it, you can do it in the evening of 1st day. In this case player will get 2 trainings with
greater potential (63 and 1) and it means more training points. It is the most beneficial if potential drops
significantly (like from 9 to 5). Just you have to be sure that you will be able to connect to the game after
23.00 EET. So you will have less than hour to do that. Also note that there is a risk of game delay and
conectivity problems in that time as it is one of most crowded times in the game. So know your risks and
decide which way to go.
*If your player’s contract expires and you are going to use preliminary extention, you should explore
your options also. Player’s salary will differ as RT and potential will be different also. Here you see an
example of the player who got 18RT jump and potential dropped by 2 points. It was more advantageous
for me not to extend the contract in the
first day of the season as I will save ~30k
this season in this way.

PRIEŠ
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SHORT NEWS
Tpoic about taxes for savings:
EN- http://www.bballzone.net/forum/maximum-limit-of-total-savings-to-beincluded-from-64th-s-t13440.html
LT-http://www.bballzone.net/lt/News-read-5a9c5c6e24c64_62ojo_sezono_apzvalga.htm
New best RT player- Feng Liang
Here you will a quiz about history of 1WL https://www.playbuzz.com/item/7a12f684-1ad9-4d3a-bf18-0b86958e45f7

FUNNY BBALLZONE (by marcinkus)

-What is in common between last minute
possesions and stinked food in the fridge? Did
not make it in time.
-What common issue bothers bballzone
players and women in bed? When instead of
huge center you get small playing guard.
-What has promising students in the
university, but did not perfomed and players
from the scouts? Bad inner potentials.

-And few more short, the same as arnul
cadensy as Lithuania federation president.
-What has womens opininio and NL in
common? Nobody cares about it.
-What does bballzone players say about the
game with changing leads all the time? Game
was intense till the 39 minute.

-Which spurt does not bother opposit team? 07
-What is in common between Kinder Suprise
and players jersey change at free of charge?
Bullshit, not a suprise.
-What is common between school student
which parents ask for him to perform better
and A-Darius when he receives proposal for
game update? Will put that into To-Do list.

And one more from darys:
-How fast Bballzone is improving? Like a
snail.
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